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Statement of the Problem: Ophthalmic diseases are most commonly treated with eye drops due to the low costs 
and self-administration. However, it has been reported that eye drops could deliver only about 5% of functional 
ingredients contained in a burst dosage since they suffer from tear drainage in addition to corneal and sclera barriers.  
To address the limitations of eye drops, researchers have explored the use of therapeutic contact lenses. Nevertheless, 
a major limitation of contact lenses in drug delivery is that most of the drug absorbed is released within the first few 
hours, fact that limits the use for extended release.  The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the application of 
vitamin E diffusion barriers with ionic surfactants into contact lenses, in order to achieve controlled release of non-
steroidal-anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs).  

Methodology: Silicone-hydrogel commercial contact lenses were soaked in ethanol solutions containing vitamin 
E and an ionic surfactant. Secondly, a NSAID was added to each lens by soaking the lenses in drug solutions for 
determined periods of time. The in vitro release experiments were carried by immersing the drug-containing contact 
lenses in phosphate buffer saline at physiological pH.  

Results: Contact lenses containing vitamin E extend drug delivery up to a factor of 50, depending on the amount of 
vitamin E loaded and the physichochemical properties of the drugs.  Vitamin E in contact lenses acts as a diffusion 
barrier that retards the diffusion of the drugs to the release medium. Contact lenses containing both vitamin E and 
a long-chain cationic surfactant further extend drug delivery due to electrostatic interactions between the anionic 
NSAIDs and the surfactant.  

Conclusion: Contact lenses containing vitamin E and cationic surfactants can provide extended release of NSAIDs, 
and could be potential biomaterials to be used for the treatment of ophthalmic diseases. However, ocular irritation 
and toxicity studies would be needed to evaluate the safety of the approach.
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